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City reviewing use of. trolley buses
PATRYCIA CHALUPCZVNSKA
Examiner Staff
Over the course of the next month,
the city's asset management
department will do a review to
detennine if Edmonton's trolley buses
should be scrapped to cut costs in the
city's budget
"I think given the conditions we
have economically and the changes in
technology over the last 10 years, we
think it's a responsible thing to do at
this point," says Wayne Mandryk,
manager of Edmonton Transit

Services.
During the budget review for 2004,
city administration was directed by
council to look at ways to save $18
million in the budget without cutting

services.
The cost of operating the city's
trolleys will be part of the revie~ with
results brought back to city
administration in September.
'''There's a sense that there could be
some savings available through the
removal of the trolley system," says
Mandryk '1 think we need to revisit
all the issues around the trolley system
and bring that back for some
discussion."
The city purchased around 100
trolleys, at $200,000 each, in 1982, with
plans to expand the trolley network
But when the economy slowed down
in the late '80s, the plans were shelved,
says Mandryk
Currently only 37 of the remaining
98 trolley buses the city owns operate
on the city's streets.
All the trolley routes run through
the downtown core. Some travel out
west to 156 Street, down 118Avenue to
the Coliseum and a southern leg to
Southgate Mall.
It costs between $1 million and $1.5
million to sustain overhead costs -like

Wayne Mandryk, manager of Edmonton Transit Services, at the
Westwood Garage. The city is deciding whether trolley cars will
be scrapped to cut costs in next year's bUdget. PHOTO BY DAVID BLOOM
the wire system that the buses run onevery year.
Mandryk says the trolleys are
reliable mechanically, but it is
expensive and difficult to get parts if
they do break down.
"One of the issues is that nobody is
manufacturing trolley buses in North
America," says Mandryk, noting that
Edmonton is only one of two
Canadian cities left that still uses trolley
buses. Another problem is that the
trolleys are not accessible for people
with physical disabilities.
'We're trying to get a fullyaccessible fleet and the trolleys aren't
accessible. Not that they couldn't be
made accessible, but that comes with a
cost and would we want to do that
with a 20-year-old fleet?" says
Mandryk, pointing out that all new
buses are equipped with wheelchair
tiedowns, a kneeling feature and

ramps.
The biggest disadvantage of the
trolleys
is
road
construction
disruptions, says Mandryk
"Any road construction on streets
where the trolleys operate disrupt the
service," he says, explaining that
trolleys which run down a street with
road construction have to be shut
down and replaced with regular
buses. Mandryk says all pros and cons
of the trolleys will be considered,
including an analysis of their life cycle
costs.
Two advantages of the trolleys are
that they are much quieter and
environmentally friendly than diesel /
buses, says Mandryk
Maintenance and fuel for all 780 ETS
buses costs the city around $30 million
each year. A maximum of 590 buses
operate on the city's streets during
peak hours.
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Trolley buses' future
is on the line as costs
•
rIse, parts disappear
The city also pays Epcor more than $1
million a year to maintain the overhead
cables that power the buses, said tranEDMONTON
sit manager Wayne Mandryk.
The electric trolleys don't save the city
Trolleybuses maysoon disappear from
much in fuel costs compared to diesels.
Edmonton streets.
Citymanagers looking to cut costs have "It's almost a wash," Mandryk said.
turned their attention to the aging elecTrolley buses have loyal fans, mostly
tric bus fleet. It costs more than $1 mil- environmentalists and in areas where
lion a year to keep trolleys on the road; residents appreciate their quiet ways.
Yet even in those neighbourhoods, oldmost ofthe money is spent on mechanics'training, increasingly scarce parts, er and disabled customers are calling for
maintenance and rising eleetricitycosts.. low-floor diesel buses because they're
Despite the potential savings, replac- easier to board.
ing trolleys with noisier, exhaust"Ithinkcommunitysupport for the trolspewing diesel buses is an idea no one's leys has been dwindling other than perhaps in those particular areas where
taking lightly.
"It's a political issue," saidAlexLee, the you're living there and you don't want a
city's manager ofmobile equipmentser diesel bus going through your area,"
vices. "It's a very political issue."
Mandryksaid.
While trolleys spew no emissions at
Lee will meet with the city's senior
managers later this month to see ifit's an street level, the electricity to run them
idea theywant to bring to councilto con- is produced at power plants, which do
sider. If so, he'll start studying the mat- pollute, Mandryk and Lee say.
ter.
Coun. Allan Bolstad said eliminating
Council last month ordered city ad- trolley buses would be a tough decision.
"Ifwe're going to make a change like
ministration to prepare a budget for
2004 that restricts a tax increase to four that, it's going to be quite substantial,
per cent, plus one per cent for inflation. so Ihope theydo a comprehensive analyReplacing the trolleys with diesel bus- sis," he said.
es would certainly help the city balance
"They have their advantages primarilyfrom an environmental standpoint, beits budget.
The 1982-era buses are getting so old ing so quiet and not having to breathe
the cityhas to hoardspare parts, because diesel fumes."
the manufacturerwamed theywould no
In any review, he asks administration
longer be made.
to consider factors other than cost, such
Standardizing the city's transit fleet as air quality, working conditions in tranwould save on parts and maintenance, sit garages, possible credits to the cityfor
Lee said. About three dozen trolleybus- using "green" vehicles, noise and the
es hit the streets every day, compared costs of dismantling the trolley system.
to some 580 diesel buses.
bmah@the;ournal.canwest.com

GREG BUIUM
Journal Staff Writer
EDMONTON

BILL MAR
Civic Affairs Writer
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Any studytackling the future of
Edmonton's fleet of trolley buses must first assess their impact
onthe environment, says a senior
city official.
:t,
Trolleys may not be spitting exhaust into city streets, but the
electricity to run them is produced at power plants, which do
pollute, says Alex Lee, the city's
manager of mobile equipment
services.
"In Alberta where electricity is
generated using coal and natural gas, what is the realimplication
ofthese emissions?
"Althoughit's not in the city, it's
not the same as elsewhere where
the electricity is hydro, where
you can really say it's emissionsfree."
Looking to cut costs, city managers last month began to reconsider the value of transit's 20year-old electric buses.
It costs more than $1 million a
year to keep them on the road.
Most of the money is spent on
training mechanics, scarce parts,
maintenance and rising electric.
itycosts.
Lee began a search for a consultant to conduct a comprehensive review ofthe fleet this week.
The report will be presented to
council this fall.
Any study must run "the whole
gamut," from health issues to infrastructure costs, he says. "It
would be irresponsible for us to
just say to council, 'You can save
$1 million by doing away with
trolleys.'
"That's not giving them the
complete picture. There are advantages and disadvantages to eitherside."
See TROLLEYS I Bll
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Atrolley pulls up to a bus stop on 124th Street on Thursday afternoon. The city is reconsidering the future of its trolley buses.

Few trolleys left in Canada
TROLLEYS
Continued from B1

Edmonton is one ofonly seven cities in
NorthAmerica that still use electricbuses. Vancouver is the only other city in
Canada.
'
Jim Guthrie, of Citizens for Better
Transit, thinks it would be extremely
shortsighted to eliminate the buses entirely. Routes on main arterial roads
have a "huge environmental impact," he
says.
"If the city didn't have a trolley system it wouldn't make sense to build it.
Butthevhave the equipment, theyhave

the wiring - use it."
Wayne Mandryk, the city's transit
manager, thinks research will show that
trolleys produce only marginally less
pollution than diesel buses.
"How much do you pay for that, forjust
a small difference?" he asks.
Thirty-seven trolleys operate everyday
in Edmonton, compared to nearly 600
diesel buses.
The trolleys, purchased in 1982, are
expected to be mechanically sound until 2010.
Bus driver Gordon Roberts, operating the No. 135 down Jasper Avenue
Thursday afternoon, likes the older
fleet. He says they're cooler in the sum-

mer and warmer in the winter. Many
drivers, he says, don't like the trolleys because of the extra work - the manual
steering and the finicky switches overhead.
His riders, however, were filled with
mixed emotions. Many were frustrated
by the trolleys' inefficiencies, but could
put up with them if it meant a cleaner
city.
To DanielJohns, a 51-year-old civil servant, sentiment didn't count.
"If it's good for the environment, I'm
all for it.
"If not, I'm indifferent. A ride's a
ride."
gbuium@thejournal.canwest.com
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Let's not be hasty about pulling plug on trolley system
Look at all the costs,
add up the benefits
I'm writing on behalf of a coalition of concerned citizens about
your Aug. 1 story that the city's
mobile equipment services division is seeking a consultant to
review the trolley system
("Health an issue in review of
trolleys").
One senses an intent to eliminate trolleys, and that the review's conclusion may have been
written before the writer hired.
Disconcerting is the lack of any
public or stakeholder consulta-

tion to date, as well as the fact
that managers are pressing to slip
this issue into the 2004 budget
proposal for November, allowing
precious little time to complete
a thorough review.
The claim is made of a million
dollars in operating savings if trolleys are abandoned. No regard
is given to the capital investments
made in 130 km of trolley infrastructure, which has been continually upgraded over the past
decade. Anew substation costing
$2 million was just completed in
2000.
It's striking that while management begrudges the $1 million
..

_--,

annual cost paid to city-owned
Epcor for trolley system maintenance, Epcor is announcing a
$1l0 million dividend to be paid
to the city this year. Despite the
recent injection of funds to cover rising fuel costs for diesel buses, diesel suppliers have yet to pay
any dividends to the city.
The zero-emissions feature of
trolleys is being underplayed by
pointing to coal-fired power generation. The power emissions for
trolley operation from plants outside citylimits can't possibly have
anywhere near the health impacts of in-street diesel fumes.
The trolley vehicles are depict-

ed as old with a vanishing parts
supply. The fact that transit runs
obsolete diesel buses of much
older vintage which are kept on
the roads with cannibalized parts
is not mentioned. Neither is the
fact that funds were allocated to
rebuild 15 of these old, obsolete
diesel buses last year.
There are 39 low-mileage trolleys which the city placed into
storage 10 years ago that could
provide a parts supply for the
electric fleet, or even propulsion
systems for installation in new
low-floor bus bodies to create accessible trolleys.
With less than 10 systems in

North America, it's tempting to
see trolleys as a waning technology. Reality is otherwise. The
number oftrolleysystems worldwide has grown from 290 in 1973
to over 360 today. There are new
systems going up in Italy (Rome),
Sweden (Lands krona) and
Venezuela (Merida). The investment in North America is considerable, with Vancouver, Seattle,
San Francisco and Boston all
moving to renew trolley fleets despite the cost to maintain overhead wires.
The absence of in-street emissions and quiet operation of trolleys provide significant quality of

life benefits to commuOltlcs
along the routes. And it's been
shown that trolleys have more
potential to attract riders than
diesel buses, and more riders
mean more revenue. A million
dollars in the $100-million-plus
operating budget of transit is a
small price to pay for these benefits. The cost difference is the
same as purchasing a bottle ofordinary tap water for $1 versus a
bottle of purified mineral water
for $1.01.
Robert R. Clark. former
SlllJervisor of transit del'e/o/J1nenf.
vice-chair. Edmonton Troller
Coalition
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City managers looking to cut costs are turning their attention to tile city's fleet of trolley buses.

Trolley fleet should be renewed
Costs are small compared with benefits
The announcement that city
managers are seeking to eliminate trolley buses (Journal, July
19) should raise alarm bells in
this day and age.
While the peak trolley deployment in Edmonton may be only
three dozen vehicles, there are
many cities in the world that operate trolleyfleets ofmuch smallersize without any moves toward
abandonment. In fact, many systems are being expanded because
ofthe benefits trolleybuses bring.
Trolley buses serve our more
densely populated downtown
core, where their qualities of zero in-street emissions and low
noise are very important.

Most powerplant emissions are
produced away from urban areas, whereas the diesel bus releases its fumes in our streets. The
diesel's potential to cause harm
to our health is an order of magnitude greater than the emissions
from the power generation needed for trolleys.
Studies have linked even low
levels of diesel emissions to cancer, heart disease, birth defects
and respiratory problems. Even
the best diesel emission controls
can never give the diesel bus the
benefits ofthe trolley.
Transit manager Wayne
Mandrykcorrect1ypoints outthat
the current trolley buses are not

accessible. However, it is importantto recognize that mobility- impaired commuters are asking for
accessibility; they are not demanding dieselbuses. There is no
reason why the renewal of the
fleet with low-floor vehicles cannotbe extended to the trolleyfleet.
There are economicallyfeasible
ways ofrenewing our trolleyfleet
with low-floor trolleys based on
the experience of other cities.
Proposing to eliminate trolleys
on the basis ofthe additional cost
for maintaining the overhead
lines is unfounded. This expenditure is insignificant in the overall costs of operating transit,
amounting to less than one per
cent of total operating costs.
Moreover, it is more than recouped in its entirety each year

by the city through dividends
from Epcor.
Transit is supposed to exist for
the benefit ofcitizens, and citizens
have expressed repeated support
for trolleys. It is inconceivable that
tearing down millions of dollars'
worth of investment in infrastructure and replacing a clean
and quiet service with one that
roars along the streets, belching
toxins at the public, will benefit
Edmontonians.
Would not a betterbusiness approach be to spruce up or renew
our trolleyfleet and promote it as
a positive feature of our blossoming city core in hopes ofboth
improving transit's image and
generating more riders?
Kevin Brown, chairman,. Citizens
for Better Transit, Edmonton
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Trolley buses: a step forward or -backward?
JENNIFER PARKS
Examiner Staff

Frank Weichmann can sleep with his
windows open at night - and he wants it to
stay that way.
But he's concerned an independent
review being ordered by the city,
investigating the pros and cons of
Edmonton's trolley bus system, will
eventually lead to the system's dismantling.
The McKernan resident has had the No.7
trolley bus running through his community
for decades.
From time to time, it gets replaced by a
diesel bus, and people can't help but take
notice, he says.
''Residents living in the area, along 76
Avenue (just south o{ the university), can
hear it and smell it," says Weichmann. JIlt
changes our quality of life."
He's worried his voice won't be heard
when it comes time for a decision.
Weichma.i:m is not the only one worried
city bureaucrats will put residents' concerns
on the back-burner to try to save a buck
come budget time.
Kevin Brown, chair of the Citizens For
Better Transit, took his concerns to the city's
transportation and public works committee
Tuesday.
He thinks the city will end up using the
study as a basis for eliminating trolley buses
in the next budget.
'''The fact that this study doesn't include
broad-based community consultation is a
big concern," says Brown, adding

communities served by t:r.olley buses have
strongly suppotfea. their retention in the
paSt.
'''The taxpayers in these communities, and
in Edmonton in general, are the ones who
have paid for the investment that's gone
into the trolley bus infrastructure over the
years, so they should have a voice in this as
well," says Brown.
Last spring,
city administration
announced it would look at potentially
reducing or eliminating the city's fleet of
trolley buses.
Ward 2 Coun. Allan Bolstad was
concerned about the scope of their study
and asked that it include not only a cost
comparison of trolley buses to diesel buses,
but that it look into such factors as
environmental
impact,
maintenance
requirements of both systems, and the costs
involved in dismantling a trolley bus
system.
Bolstad says, for the most part, he's
pleased with a recent administration report
detailing the study.
However, he also shares some residents'
concerns that transit customers won't be
asked to give input.
"It sounds like they're going to do a quite
comprehensive analysis of the pros and
cons of the trolley bus system. I was hoping
they would check with transit customers to
see what they have to say about it, but they
sort of amended that," says Bolstad,
suggesting a public survey should be done
on the issue.
The study is being conducted by an
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"I was hoping
they would check
with transit
customers to see
what they have
to say about it:'
- Coun. Allan Bolstad

outside consulting firm, and is scheduled
for completion in November. The study will
look at environmental concerns like
emissions and noise, cost, routin~ facilities
and safety. Input will be sought from the
Transit System Advisory· Board and an
environmental advisory committee.
Bob Clark of the Edmonton Trolley
Coalition says the city should be careful not
to attach a price to quality of life for
Edmontonians.
"People have to realize trolleys are
running on electricity, not spewing
poisonous fumes into the atmosphere like
buses. In the downtown, trolleys aren't
producing any of the noise or fumes,"says
.Clark, who worked as a supervisor of transit
planning in the 70s.
"At this time, when the world is talking
about trying to reduce pollution, the very
suggestion that you do away with trolley
buses in favour of more internal combustion
engines on the road is obscene."
Clark says even though the city spends
between $1 million and $1.5 million to
,upkeep the trolley bus system, diesel

buses end up costing the city more.
'''They're comparing the per-mile basis
iru;;tead of the per-passenger-mile basis. The
trolley buses are on the. main, heavy routes
and they're carrying man-y, many more
people. The diesel buses are running around
in the suburbs empty. They're costing the
city far more than the trolley buses even
though the cost per mile may be more, the
cost per passenger mile is way less," says
Clark.
In 1999 the city passed a city
transportation master plan with one of its
aims to mitigate or reduce the impacts of
transportation on the community.
Plan Edmonton contains a similar
statement. Brown saYs getting rid of trolley
buses would be a step backwards instead of
forward.
'''There is an additional cost in operating
trolley buses but they also have huge
benefits. Who can put a price on noise and
emissions?" asks Brown, noting the
community dialogue sessions earlier this
year also indicated Edmontonians were
concerned about .maintaining quality of life.
''This is certainly a quality of lif~
issue.That can't be ignored in this process."
The city purchased around 100 trollies, at
$200,000 each, in 1982, with plans to expand
the trolley network. But when the economy
slowed down in the late '80s, the plans were
shelved. Currently only 37 of the remaining
98 trolley buses are in use.
All the trolley routes run through the
downtown core. Some travel out west to 156
Street, down 118 Avenue to the Coliseum
Station and a southern leg goes to Southgate
mall.

Trolleys costmore than
diesel, consultant says
said. New diesel buses required to be on
the market by 2007 are projected to
EDMONTON
emit less than 80 per cent ofthe pollution ofcurrent models, reducing the airPhasing out Edmonton's fleet of elec- quality gap between the two bus types.
tric trolley buses could save $20 million Trolley buses do not pollute street-levby 2010, says a new st1}.dy from a con- el air bythemselves, butpollution is consultant hired by the city.
centrated around the electrical plants
An additional $1.5 million would be that power them. Trolleys are also sigsaved annually after that. But otherfac- nificantly quieter than diesel buses.
tors, including street-level air qualitY,
Bob Clark, an advocate with the Ednoise and the public's preference for monton Trolley Coalition, said the retrolleys, should be considered before port didn't consider public preference
the city decides the trolleys' fate, said forthe trolleys. Itwould be short-sightBob Kreeb, an American consultant.
ed ofthe cityto abandon them, he said.
His report, presented Monday night
'We fought to retain the streetcars and
to the transit system advisoryboard, de- nobody would listen. Now, they're not
listening again."
,
liberately avoids a recommendation.
Many cities regret killing their streetHis findings, however, fav0Uf abandoning the city's 59 trolleys and the net- car programs and have tried to revive
. wotkofcables theyrunon, mostlyinthe them, said Clark, a retired planner for
city core. The cityhas 740 diesel buses. Edmonton Transit.
TransitmanagerWayne Mandryksaid
Trolleys carry the extra cost of maintaining overhead lines and are twice as his department will present its recomexpensive as diesel buses, at over mendation for the trolley system's fu$850,000 apiece new, Kreeb said.
. ture on March 16. The plan will go to a
Eventually, dieselbuses will be a clean- public hearing in April.
er form of public transport, the report
dlazin@thejournal.canwest.com
DAN LAZIN
Journal Staff Writer
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Report disputes merits of
.city's trolley bus system
JENNIFER PARKS
Examiner Staff

~

Crashes knock2~,~
out trolley system
"It's primarily because diesel
City trolley-bus riders got a
possible taste ofthe future when buses are roughly half the cost
Edmonton's trolley system (to buy) oftrolleys," said consultant Bob Kreeb. The report also
stopped running yesterday.
Two separate vehicle crashes shows better diesel buses availknocked out power to the 39 trol- able by 2008 will release fewer
ley buses at the beginning of emissions than the emissions
morning rush hour, said city created by power plants to run
trolley buses.
spokesman David Schneider.
Ward 2 Coun. Allan Bolstad And that happened at the
same time several diesel buses who has voiced concerns about
died in cold weather and seven shutting down the system other buses were tied up shel- called it a "strong report," but he
tering firefighters and condo- wants to know ifthe city will buy
minium residents at a north-end low-emission diesel buses. And
the chairman of Citizens for Betfire, Schneider said.
"I think it's safe to say the ter Transit argued reduced noise
transit system (Yesterday) morn- and no curb-side emissions from
ing was pretty much at its limit." trolleys make them worth the
But next time the trolleys are cash. It will cost $388.7 million to
pulled from service, it might be replace the trolley fleet in 2010
no accident. A report released compared with $368.9 million for
this week from an independent an all-diesel system.
U.S. firm contracted to review Edmonton's trolley Pn-de wanns Canad.-ans
system shows the city could
'
save $20 million in capital
Keny Diotte - Page 11
costs and another $1.5 million to $2 million a year in
Five-day forecast operating costs if it dumps
- Page 63 the trolley buses by 2010.

The
long-standing
environmental argument that
trolleybuses are ~.than their
diesel counterparts, is challenged
in a recent study by a consultant
hired by the ci~
liolleys cost more than diesel
buses, and will no longer have a
"clean" advantage in 2CXJ7, when
all new diesel buses are required
to emit 80 per cent less pollution,
states the report by Booz Allen
Hamilton, which was presented
to the transit system advisory
board last week.
'The results of the consultant's
report make a strong financial and
environmental argument for
purchasing new diesels starting in
2008,"
conceded
Wayne
Mandryk, manager of Edmonton
Thmsit
The city's 59 electric trolleys
were purchased in 1982 and will
be at the end of their expected life
in 2()10. Its 740 diesel buses are
also aging, with 40 per cent. of
them over 20 years old. The cost to
replace a trolley is about $900,(XX)
and a new diesel· bus costs
roughly half that, the report says.
It further states Edmonton
would save $20 million by 2010,
and $1.5 million annually
thereafter, as the costs associated
with
maintaining
trolley
infrastructure - such as overhead
lines and poles - are eliminated.
All trolley routes run through
the downtown core. Some go
west to 156 Street, along 118
Avenue to the Coliseum and a
southern leg to Southgate Mall.
Bob Clark of the Edmonton
Trolley Coalition argues there's
more to the issue than the bottom
line.
The heritage value of trolleys in
Edmonton and environmental

factors, like noise and pollution,
need careful consideration, he
says.
"We have a perfectly good
system here that does not
pollute," says the retired transit
planner who helped to develop
Edmonton's trolley system in the
mid-70s.
He disputes the rePort's finding
that diesel buses are a cleaner
form of public transit that will
produce less emissions than
trolleys in the future.
''Just because. you make a
regulation doesn't mean it will be
adhered to," he says. 'They're
looking at pollution produced at a
power station, not emissions in
the street. Trolleys are electric and
do not pollute.
Kevin Brown, chair of
Edmonton Citizens For Better
Transit, is also wary of the report.
He says attempts to equate the
harmfulness of power ,plant
emissions kilometres away with
what is speWed from the tail pipe
of a diesel bus at street level, is like
comparing apples to oranges.
"Even if you've got emissions
produced at a power plant, ifs not
near you The impact of the diesel
emissions is still greater because it
gets released on the street," he
argues.
By 2020, says Mandryk, the
tailpipe of a regulation diesel bus
will produce .06 grams of
emissions
per
kilometre,
considerably less than the 2.5
grams released into the air at the
power station that produces the
electricity to run a trolley bus the
same distance.
Brown adds there's also no
disputing the noise factor: diesel
buses make twice the noise as
trolleys as they pass through
neighbourhoods.
A public hearing will follow in
April.
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Edmonton's Trolley Buses Under Threat
Inside Edmonton
by Lawrence Herzog
Edmonton's electric trolley bus study's
conclusions
are
not
system -- one of only two remaining in comprehensive enough. "A fair
Canada ,- may well be on its last legs. A evaluation just cannot be made without
report by an American consulting firm something more complete and
commissioned by the city's Asset balanced," says spokesperson Kevin
Management Department concludes Brown.
He is exactly right. Despite the
that trolleys cost more to operate and
raises the possibility that Edmonton study's fixation on costs, the 57-page
would be better off abandoning the document fails to assess the value of the
trolley system. But the report fails to trolley infrastructure, with 140
examine several factors and Citizens for kilometres of wire, 4,600 poles and
Better Transit, an Edmonton not-for- eight power substations, as a capital
profit organization, believes those asset. When Vancouver conducted a
inadequacies cast doubt on the study into its trolley system, it placed a
objective value of the study.
value of $184 million on its
Citizens for Better Transit, longtime infrastructure and that value was a
strong supporters of investment in factor in the city's recent decision to
quality public transit, charges that the purchase 228 new trolley buses.
The Edmonton study looks at
expenditures for trolleys and diesels,
expressed as a cost per kilometre, but
Why 3/4 of
this is only half the story. The cost per
passenger
and revenues earned by
Homesellers Don't
trolleys were not evaluated and they are
necessary to compare the financial
'~ Get the Price They
performance of the trolley system
~ Want for Their Home against the diesel system or the transit
system as a whole.
Edmonton - A new report has just
Citizens for Better Transit also notes
been released which reveals 7 costly
that the study's maintenance cost
mistakes that most homeowners make
analysis compares operating 23 year
when selling their home and a 9 Step
System that can help you sell your
home fast and for the most amount of
money.
This industry report shows clearly
how the traditional ways of selling
homes have become increasingly less
and less effective in today's market.
The fact of the matter is that fully
three quarters of homesellers don't get
what they want for their home and
become disillusioned and - worse financially disadvantaged when they
put their home on the market.
As this report uncovers, most
homesellers make 7 deadly mistakes
that cost them literally thousands of
dollars. The good news is that each
and every one of these mistakes is
entirely preventable.
In answer to this issue, industry
insiders have prepared a free special
report entitled "The 9 Step System to

Get Your Home Sold Fast and For
Top Dollar".
To hear a brief recorded message
about how to order your free copy of
this report, call 1-888-803-6444 and
enter ID#2001. You can call anytime,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Call NOW to find out how you can
get the most money for your home.
Not intended to solicit property currently listed for Stile,
Complimentary report provided by
~E4 p,!p'raJC!. -. Really Executives Devonshire Realty

old trolleys with a diesel fleet that is
half brand new - hardly a fair
measurement. And the report fails to
examine life cycle costs, of trolleys
versus diesel buses.
The group argues there are too many
future unknowns like oil prices to
certain that abandoning trolleys is the
correct course to follow. They say the
existing system should be retained and they're right.
Although their operations are less
flexible than that of motor buses, trolley
buses are much quieter and less
polluting. They also operate better on
hills, can require lower maintenance
and are tend to be longer lasting than
motor buses. Modern trolley buses have
an auxiliary power unit (APU) , which
allows the buses to travel off-wire for
several blocks and avoid anything
blocking their normal route, such as an
excavation in the street or a street fair.
Modern trolleys are also low floor,
enabling persons with mobility
challenges to board and exit more
easily.
The study contains no noise impact
assessment and, for anyone living or
working right next to a bus route, the
higher noise generated by diesels is a
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significant factor. Diesel exhaust is
known to be a strong carcinogen and a
contributor to respiratory problems,
heart disease and birth defects.
Diesel buses release their emissions
in the streets, where they are not only
inhaled by pedestrians and transit
users, but also are drawn into nearby
buildings through ventilation systems.
The Canadian Government states
there is no safe level of exposure to
particle emissions, and recommends
avoiding particle exposure. The
consultants' report says very little about
in-street emissions, focussing instead
on what it calls "area-wide" emissions.
But the study does acknowledge that
people waiting at diesel bus stops are
exposed to particle emissions up to 40
times higher than the levels in ambient
air.
The city is currently purchasing
between 35 and 50 new diesel buses a
year to replace 25-year-old GM models.
Before the stringent diesel exhaust
standards come into force in the 2008
model year, the city will have finished
replacing most of the old fleet and that
means Edmontonians won't see the
'ultra-clean' diesels in any large
numbers until about 2028. Eighteen
years is a long time to suffer dirty
diesels on Edmonton streets on the
promise it will get better.
The study claims diesel prices will
"remain stable for the foreseeable
future" but anybody who fills up their
car at a fuel pump will know diesel
prices fluctuate with world oil prices.
For the past three years, city council
has had to inject additional funds into
the city budget to
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Trolley Buses Under Threat
Continued from page 4
cover the rising costs of diesel fuel.
Electricity prices can be negotiated on
long-term contracts, where there is better
stability.
Edmonton's Transportation Master
Plan, adopted by Council in 1999, pledges
that the impacts of transportation on the
community will be reduced or mitigated.
But replacing trolleys with diesels would
actually increase environmental impact,
adding noise and vehicle emissions to our
streets.
The report states that trolley use is in a
downward trend and cites Hamilton's and
Toronto's decisions to shut down their
systems in 1992 and 1993. But the
document neglects to mention that
Toronto Transit Commission Chair
Howard Moscoe later called the move a
"regrettable mistake."
North American cities, including
Vancouver, Seattle, San Fransisco, Boston
and Dayton, Ohio are expanding their
trolley systems. Vancouver has just ordered
228 new wheelchair accessible electric
trolleys from New Flyer Industries of
Winnipeg. Neoplan USA is supplying 28
buses to Boston, while Maryland-based
Electric Transit Inc. has recently provided
trolleys for San Francisco and Dayton, Ohio.
When all the beans are counted and
the city bases its decision on a complete

©
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and comprehensivecost-atid Impact
analysis,~there's-nogood reason Edmonton
cannot do the same. Trolleys are a rich and
valuable part of Edmonton's past and they
should be a rich and valuable part of its
future. The ears, the lungs, the health and
the wallets of citizens depend on it.
The iSsue goes before city council's
Transportation and Public Works
Committee on Tuesday, March 16th and
public hearings may be held in April. ITyou
feel strongly about trolley buses, I'd
encourage you to speak out. Edmonton
Transit seems to be on a misguided course
to eliminate the cleanest and quietest buses
from city streets.
Call or write your City Councillor or the
Mayor's Office; Contact the Citizens
Action Centre at 496-8200, by fax at 4968210 or by electronic mail at
cacentre@edmonton.ca. For further
information on how to speak to Council or
for details on the scheduled meetings, call
the City Clerk's Office at 496-8178 or
contact
them
bye-mail
at:
civic.agencies@edmonton.ca
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I proved them all wrong.
That's right! I started investing in Real
Estate with absolutely no money in
1986. As a matter of fact, I was able to
buy my first property with no money
down. I have personally invested in
over $20,000,000 worth of Real Estate
and created an incredible net worth.

What most people do.
Over the years I have spoken to
hundreds of people who talk about
investing in Real Estate, but never do.
Instead, they give their money to a
stock broker, mutual fund salesman,
insurance company, or banker and they
either lose all their money or gain such
little interest that it doesn't even keep
up with inflation. Sound Familiar!?

Ifyou'd like to offeryour thoughts, please
drop
me
an
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at
lawrenceherzog@hotmail.com
I will show you how to
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www.lawrenceherzog.com
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Community groups call trolley report one-sided
JENNIFER PARKS
Examiner Staff

"If common sense is
going to prevail, then we
have every case:'

Several community groups are angered
by findings in an independent report that
could drive a decision by council to do
away with Edmonton's trolley bus system
in favour of diesel buses.
- Bob Clark,
Bob Clark, a retired city transit worker
Edmonton Trolley Coalition
and member of the Edmonton Trolley
Coalition, thinks critics of the Bo02 Allen
Hamilton trolley study, released in new diesel bus costs roughly half of that,
Janu~ have a strong case for saving the
states the report.
city's trolleys.
Community groups argue that
They will present their case at the next eliminating trolley bus infrastructure transportation and public works which includes 140 kilometres of wire,
committee meeting on March 16.
4,600 poles and eight power substations "If common sense is going to prevail would result in a loss of millions of dollars
then we have every case," he says.
in capital assets.
A recent statement by the Citizens for
"Vancouver's system was valued at
Better Transit, an Edmonton-based non- $184 million, and this was a factor in their
profit group, denounced the trolley study recent decision to buy new trolleys.
Edmonton's system is about half the size,"
as one-sided.
In January, Bo02 Allen Hamilton says Kevin Brown, spokesperson for
released a city-commissioned report Citizens for Better Transit.
which provided a cost comparison and
He
also
argues
the
report's
environmental impact assessment of environmental impact analysis is a
Edmonton's trolley and diesel bus "numbers show," that incongruently
compares
"area-wide"
emissions
systems.
The report stopped short of produced by the trolley system at power
recommending retirement of the city's plants with emissions produced at street
aging trolley fleet, but noted by 2007 the level by diesel buses.
"(The report) compares quantities of
more costly, environmentally-friendly
trolleys will no longer have the clean emissions from power plants far outside
'advantage over new diesels, which by the city to in-street diesel fumes and
then will be required to emit 80 per cent concludes that 2007 standards will make
diesels 'cleaner' than power plants. The
less pollution.
It further stated the city could save $20 study did not include refinery emissions
million by 2010 and $1.5 million annually for diesel fuel as part of its analysis. It's
afterward, as the trolley system, including good to know that the 2007 standards will
overhead poles and wiring, is dismantled. reduce diesel emissions but (they) will still
The city's transit department has be in the streets," says Brown.
The Canadian government has stated
already acknowledged there is a strong
financial and environmental argument for there is no safe level of exposure to particle
buying the new diesels. The current cost of emissions and recommends avoiding
replacing a trolley is about $900,000 and a particle exposure, Brown further notes.

"When I first heard of the idea of more noise and pollution ~ trolleys.
scrapping the trolleys in this day and age,
"We would be really sad to see Route 7,
it struck me as being an obscene idea. I still which goes from Belgravia downtown and
think it's obscene," says Clark from the Jasper Place, eliminated," says Unsworth.
He argues the.l~~,bottom line is money
Edmonton Trolley Coalition.
"We're in a position today where we're should be speflf)fo'::tdequately subsidize
sensitive to the enviromnent and to add public transit, in Edmonton, like cities
more diesel pollutant and switch from across Europe..
what could be a renewable resource to a
"I'd like to see the city buy more trolleys
depleting resource - oil- it just flies in the rather than taking them out," says
face of nature."
Unsworth.
He says while new trolleys cost double
Castle Downs resident Colin Ellis is all
what a diesel bus costs, they cost half to for retiring trolleys in favour of diesel
operate.
buses.
"As long as you're recouping that with
He says the issue goes beyond cost and
higher productivity and lower ,cQSts -of environmentalcoJlcexps •,and is about
,equalaccess forcUld~ehs'
operation it's fine."
Clark says the report should, have
In parts of'the city:!,where there 'is no
looked at the number., of passengers diesel bus service, Ellis says old~.l" citizens,
serviced by trolleys versus diesels~'rather many, of whom hav~~t:ljsal>lli~~cio:not
than simply tallying cost per kilometre, have access to low~floorbusesoecause the
which yields deceiving results.
current trolley fleet does not have this
"Running in the dense city core, trolleys fe~ture..
carry more passengers than many diesel
''''They're getting left behind. I've been
services operating in the suburbs," says on'a bus early in December when two
Clark. "The study should have looked at ladies were left behind with their
daily passenger loads on trolleys, diesels walkers/' says Ellis. "1 just think it's being
and LRT and provided a system-wide looked at wrong. Trolleys are past their
average. That way you could tell how well prime _ they'!e exp~~tye",~d
trolleys are doing. It puts your costs in inc:onvenient."·:,'(;'
••.. .·;;,:;,:::,,;i;"~;"~;'~,,;;;:\,,;;-,
.' . ....,,>... ."::,:,'-.' , .-' " . '}~<~'~l):t~,'-¥:,::.,.,,_-<,,) ~":~'t'~~~:~:"""'''~'<'5-~:;~Y~~':}' ,,", "\,.",:,,..,
perspective."
"~fO~,,hoW~X~'l"9P;t~;;ffltJ;his"~ .~'
Brown says council should learn from piOblemtha~.,~~;~~~esto.ifb.~3>~f
cities like Toronto, which retired its trolley' trolJe~eet:·;;\;"'""'C"f::~,>f~:~-"'·;,,,.t·o" ,,}<~
system when the goverIiment was
' "!tis importariftC)notet,rnlt~~trolle.ys,
pushing natural gas vehicles as a "solution whiCh the cityW<>W9:~ 1:l-':J.m~·Utll~Y
to pollution," but was then hit by rising decide to con~}1~?\7it.b;ioll~/wouldbe
maintenance costs and could not revert low floor ·and eV'eiybit as accessible as the
back to trolleys because their supporting current low floor diesel buSes that are
infrastructure had been dismantled.
operating onIJ?Clny~downtoWniroutes
"Once dismantled you can't go back," now," says Brown."
.
'
Th~ city's',' 59 electric trolleys were
says Brown.
, Belgravia Community League vice- purchased in 1982 and will be at the end of
president Martyn Unsworth says as the their expected"lifein2010. Its 740 diesel
city builds an economic case for the buses are also aging, ,with 40 per cent of
elimination of trolley buses, it is making a them over 20 years old.
compromise because diesel buses create
. Jparb4t...D............NLCOIII
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Plan would park trolley buses
~ Diesel buses cheaper,

transit officials say
SARAH O'DONNELL
Civic Affairs Writer
EDMONTON

-All trolley buses will be off city streets
1'>ysummerifcmmcil endorses a plan Edmanton Transitsays will save more than
$60 million over the next 10 years.
\ The trolleys have been part ofthe city's
transportation landscape for nearly 65
years.
- But transit officials said Thursday
they're convinced the financial savings
imd flexibility ofdiesel buses outweigh
~y environmental or nostalgic reasons
for keeping the trolley network.
! "We're trying to reduce the costs
associated with running our transit system, which affects everybody in this
cit;y," EdmontonTransit managerWayne
Mandryk said.
There are 59 working trolleys in the
802 bus-fleet, though at best only 37
trolleys operate along seven routes duringweekday rush hours.
- Cheaperdiesel buses make up the rest
Qfthe fleet. Only three bus routes, runningthrough Belgravia,AlbertaAvenue
and Inglewood, are serviced exclusivelyby trolleys, Mandryk said.
"We're investing a lot of money into a
service that serves a very small portion
dfthe city."
Vancouver will be the only Canadian
city left using trolley buses if council
agrees to the change. But approval ofthe
plan is by no means certain.
A number ofvocal opponents are lining up to urge council to keep the trolley
system in place.
Tony Kernahan, a retired physics professor, says the city will be throwing
away millions of dollars it has invested
in the trolley system over the years.
"Yes, they're more expensive, but
they last longer," Kernahan said oftrolleys.
,''They're cleaner, they're less noisy and
people like them better. Not only that,
there's zero emissions at street level."
Mandryk agreed trolleys do not generate pollution at street level. But factor in how the electricity that drives the
buses is created, primarilythrough coal

-
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Atrolley bus manoeuvres through traffic downtown on Thursday. Edmonton Transit
is hoping to replace trolley buses with diesel buses over the next 10 years.
combustion, and they look less environmentally friendly, he said.
He said new emission standards for
diesel buses to be phased in by 2007
are expected to cut exhaust emissions
below that generated by power plants
that fuel electric buses.
Still, the city's transit advisory board,
a committee set up to give Edmonton
Transit and council advice, is urging
council to avoid a hasty decision.
It is wrong for council and the city t~
base a decision on what some say is
flawed and incomplete information in a
$100,000 trolley report that Edmonton Transit commissioned, the commit-

tee wrote in a report to council.
Mayor Bill Smith said Thursday he
doesn't see a place for trolleys in the transit system's future. ''As far as my understanding ofit long term, I can't see them
being in our plans for high-speed routes
with buses because we're going to have
a combination of LRT and high-speed
bus routes throughout the city," Smith
said. "Over the next 10 years, I don't
think they're going to fit."
EdmontonTransit's proposal will go to
council's transportation committee on
Tuesday and is expected to be followed
by a public hearing in earlyApril.
sodonnell@thejournal.canwest.com

